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Processed words poetry is a type of poetry that uses words that have been
taken from other sources and rearranged to create new poems. This can
be done by using words from newspapers, magazines, books, websites, or
even overheard conversations. The goal of processed words poetry is to
create new meanings and insights by juxtaposing words and phrases in
unexpected ways.

Techniques of Processed Words Poetry

There are a variety of techniques that can be used to create processed
words poetry. Some of the most common techniques include:
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Collage: This technique involves cutting and pasting words and
phrases from different sources to create a new poem.

Found poetry: This technique involves finding pre-existing texts and
using them as the basis for a poem.

Remixing: This technique involves taking an existing poem or text and
rearranging the words to create a new poem.

Digital processing: This technique involves using computer software
to manipulate and rearrange words.

Challenges of Processed Words Poetry

Processed words poetry can be a challenging form of poetry to write. Some
of the challenges include:

Finding the right words: The first challenge is finding the right words
to use in a processed words poem. The words should be evocative
and meaningful, and they should work well together to create a new
and unique poem.

Arranging the words: Once the words have been found, they need to
be arranged in a way that creates a coherent and meaningful poem.
This can be a difficult task, as the words may not always fit together
easily.

Creating unity: Another challenge of processed words poetry is
creating unity. The poem should have a beginning, middle, and end,
and the words should flow together in a logical and cohesive way.

Benefits of Processed Words Poetry



Despite the challenges, processed words poetry can offer a number of
benefits to poets and readers alike. Some of the benefits include:

New perspectives: Processed words poetry can help poets to see the
world in new ways. By using words from different sources, poets can
break free from their own preconceptions and explore new ideas and
perspectives.

Increased creativity: Processed words poetry can help poets to
become more creative. By working with words in new and unexpected
ways, poets can develop new ways of thinking and expressing
themselves.

Greater appreciation for language: Processed words poetry can
help poets to appreciate the power and beauty of language. By seeing
words in new contexts, poets can gain a deeper understanding of how
words work and how they can be used to create meaning.

Processed words poetry is a challenging but rewarding form of poetry that
can offer poets and readers alike new perspectives, increased creativity,
and a greater appreciation for language. By using words from different
sources and rearranging them in unexpected ways, processed words poets
can create new and unique poems that explore the complexities of the
human experience.
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